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The Case

Gettan said to a monk, “Keichu made a hundred carts.    If we took off the wheels and removed

the axle, what would then be obvious?”

Yesterday in order to prepare you to investigate this cart koan I talked about some things that are
very necessary for you to know.    And I think I talked about how the activity which forms both all of us
and the world which is our home, the world which is where we live, is the very same activity, and is an
activity comprised of two mutually opposing activities.    

And at the end of my talk yesterday I told you that these two mutually opposing activities, in
other words tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus coming and thus going, thus plus activity and the minus ac-
tivity, the activity of expanding and the activity of contracting, the activity of existing and the activity of
non-existing, are always activity simultaneously.    That’s why Buddhism emphasizes as one activity of
truth, as one activity of the way things are this dojisayo, simultaneous functioning.    Whenever plus acts
simultaneously minus also acts.    And when minus takes the lead in the activity then plus, although his
activity is a more passive, following activity, inevitably he also acts.    The plus activity, in other words
the activity of existence is also called the life activity.    And for all of you who are studying Zen we
study in a way to name the opposite activity, the minus activity, the contracting activity, when we study
we name it the activity of death.    The life activity and the death activity are opposing one another, but
never forget when you do zazen that they always are acting together, simultaneously.    

If you are sitting there thinking that first the plus, life activity acts, and then after he is finished
acting that is when the minus death activity begins to act, that is a mistaken way of thinking, that is a
mistaken way of doing zazen, so we warn you, “It’s no good.    Be careful.”    In order to first really grasp
this principle of simultaneous activity we have to contemplate it for ourselves in zazen.    If you have a
way of thinking which thinks that first plus acts, and after plus is finished acting then minus starts acting
that is not really studying Buddhism.    

But it seems very difficult for you to grasp this principle of simultaneous functioning, although
there is nothing difficult about it.    I guess the reason why it’s so difficult for you is because you have
been taught in this very stupid way that first living occurs and then after living is finished the activity of
dying is born.    So I’d like to speak a little bit in more detail about this simultaneous activity.

The first thing we teach is about breathing.    Human beings, and not just human beings but all
animals, birds, really everything that exists cannot do existence without breathing.    Now when you do
breathing in your zazen you’ll understand for yourself what I’m talking about.     I think most people
think that when they completely finish their in-breathing that is when out-breathing begins, and vice
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versa, when they completely finish their out-breath that is when in-breathing finally begins.    Isn’t that
the way you think?    And if you think in that way then you’ll come to think that when you are breathing
in your in-breathing self appears, and when you are breathing out your out-breathing self appears.    And
there are Buddhist books which teach in that very way.    The reason for this is that in our process of
evolving our consciousness this  way of thinking, this  way of consciousness will  appear  within that
process.    And some people may think, at least temporarily that in-breathing , and it really doesn’t matter
which way you say it, but temporarily we might say that the in-breathing is the living activity, and the
out-breathing is the dying activity, and that they are opposing one another.    But if you very carefully do
zazen then you will notice for yourself that when in-breathing, for example occurs, at once, immediately
out-breathing also occurs.

And the way we usually actually think of it is that the in-breath is the contracting activity, the in-
breathing is the thus-coming, tatha-agata activity, and in contrast to that the out-breath is the thus-going,
tatha-gata, expansive activity.    And what I want you to contemplate is, for example let’s say the out-
breath, the expansive activity, the activity of living takes the lead, and begins to act, is it possible for the
in-breath in that situation to simply keep her mouth firmly shut and sit there and do nothing? Can it do
that for very long, or not?    

In Buddhism we say that the plus and minus activities are things which inevitably meet each
other.    And Buddhism also teaches that those things which meet also inevitably will break through that
place of meeting and plus will experience the world of minus, and minus will experience the world of
plus.    And Buddhism implores that because everybody says we cannot exist without love and contem-
plate this in terms of this activity of plus and minus.    

When plus the plus activity begins its activity always, simultaneously minus activity will also be-
gin her activity, and through that simultaneous functioning what we call the separation of subject and
object, and the unification of subject and object both occur.    Both plus and minus never rest.    They al-
ways act.    If we would like to speak about resting we can say that resting temporarily occurs when plus
and minus become one.    Without the unification of plus and minus there would be no rest at all.

If we want to posit the existence of this situation we call love, and talk about it at least temporar -
ily, although of course we’d have to get in to a lot more detail to really talk about it completely, but we
can say that love is when plus and minus become one.    And anyway, when that unification of plus and
minus, when the state of love appears it is never fixated.    Again plus and minus must separate.

The reason why separation is possible is because plus and minus each is able to do its pure activ-
ity:    plus the pure activity of plus; minus the pure activity of minus.    If it were the case that plus were
stronger than minus then when plus acted minus couldn’t independently act.      She would simply be
pulled around and have to follow plus wherever he went.    Because a way of conscious functioning does
appear which thinks that plus is stronger and minus is weaker this kind of situation does appear.    But
Buddhism is the position which insists that plus and minus must be equal.    

Inevitably the situation where plus and minus unify is not fixated, inevitably they will separate.
The reason why the condition we call separation occurs is because although plus and minus have differ-
ent characters, they have absolutely equal amounts of power.    The way we teach is that separation oc-
curs because plus and minus are both able to, and actually both do give rise to absolutely equal amounts
of power, and so they separate, and also when they interpenetrate and plus breaks through the point of
meeting and experiences minus’ world, and minus breaks through the point of meeting and experiences
plus’ world, that also occurs with them manifesting equal amounts of power.    For people who have ex-
perienced this they are simply reporting their experience; there’s nothing at all mysterious about it.    But
for people who have not yet experienced it for themselves it might sound incredible or amazing.    They
might wonder, “Is that really the way it is, or not?”    And we tell you that you have to gain the experien-
tial wisdom for yourself, and find out for yourself.    

In the old days the rules about male-female relationships were very strict.      Men in general
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weren’t even allowed to be alone in the same room as a woman.    In human history all over the world
there were times when this was the case.    It was only if you got married and became a couple was it ac-
knowledged to be okay to be living together in the same room.    

But anyway it is because plus and minus, man and woman have equal strength that they meet in
the first place.    Isn’t that right?    We have these two activities of plus and minus, of expanding and con-
tracting, and they exist in the same room, and so they do an activity which on the one hand is in opposi-
tion to each other, and on the other hand is mutually holding the entire room together.    

If we take up the activity of contracting, because the nature of contracting is to contract every-
thing down, then the origin of the activity of contraction would be at the very outer edge of the sphere of
this world.    And as for the origin of expansion, because the nature of expansion is to of course expand,
its origin is at the very center of this world, and when we say expansion we mean to possess, to hold:    it
does the activity of holding the entire world from its origin at the center.    

The minus activity, through her using her minus activity also does the activity of realizing, of
embodying, of experiencing, of holding this entire unique world.      And the plus, expanding activity
manifests the entire world through his activity of expanding.    

The way of teaching of Tathagata Zen is to ask the people who are trying to learn Zen to please
think that the origin of the minus activity is at the very outer edge of a sphere which is this one unique
world, and the origin of the plus activity is at the very center of this sphere.    The people who have actu-
ally experienced it for themselves have always said that on the one hand, the one side of the activity con-
tracting down from the very outer edge of the sphere, and the other side of the activity expanding out
from the very center of the sphere inevitably will encounter one another in the middle between those two
points.    When they meet maybe they say, “It’s great to see you.    It’s wonderful to meet you.”    But of
course plus and minus are acting completely without will, and so of course they don’t say anything.    

And when they meet, that place of meeting, if it were to fixate, if that condition of having met
were to continue then plus and minus, both of their characters would be killed.    But that doesn’t happen.
Plus and minus, after they meet immediately they burst through their place of meeting, and minus expe-
riences the world of plus and arrives at the origin of plus, and plus experiences the world of minus, and
arrives at the origin of minus.    It’s after minus has completely experienced all of the world of plus that
she arrives at the very source of plus.    And plus is the same way, after breaking through the point of op-
position plus experiences the entire world of minus, and having completed that experience he arrives at
the origin of minus.     When plus arrives at the origin of minus he has then realized for himself, caught
the experience for himself of having grasped the entire sphere, the entire body.    And minus is the same,
breaking through the point of meeting she enters the world that plus had walked upon, and she com-
pletely catches the experience for herself of that world, and finally arrives at the source of plus.    

Here is when each activity arrives at the source of the other activity, and therefore there is no fur-
ther place for them to act in.    There is nothing, therefore for them to do except for to rest.    Don’t you
think that’s true?    What do you think, can they simply remain at rest eternally?    When minus arrives at
the origin of plus probably it’s fair to say I guess that she rests a little bit for an instant, for a moment,
but it’s the very nature of minus to do her minus activity, so when she rests immediately she then begins
to act again.    And also, probably we can say that when plus arrives at the origin of minus, because he
has totally experienced the entire place in which they live, and therefore there’s no further place for him
to act in, that he also rests.

But that condition of resting is not fixated, and both plus and minus again begin to act.    But
what kind of activity?    Plus has arrived at minus’ origin and rests, minus has arrived at plus’ origin and
also rests, but I just said that this condition of resting cannot be solidly formed, but why not?    Minus
having arrived at plus’ source as I said rests for an instant, but then immediately she begins to act again,
and what she wants to do is to contract the whole entire body again.    And plus having arrived at the ori-
gin of minus, as I said, rests, but immediately he again gives rise to the character of plus, and then gives
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rise to the kind of activity which we can describe as “I must expand the whole entire sphere more.”    But
there is only one world.    There are no universes outside of the one singular universe.    

So in the case of minus, there at the source of plus, wanting to act, wanting to do her original na -
ture of the contracting activity, what do you think, is it possible for her in this situation to do contracting
or not?    The truth of the matter is that she is not capable of contracting anymore because there she is at
the very origin of plus.    There is simply no further world left for her to contract.    But the minus activity
inevitably manifests the minus activity.    What is she going to contract?    She tends to want to contract
the plus’ world, but she has already completely caught the experience of plus’ world for herself, and so
there’s no plus world left for her to contract.    

Now if we posit an anthropomorphized character, if we personify this minus activity which is ac-
tually will-less and without consciousness, and call it a woman, then in this situation we can probably
say that the woman would be lonely.    But the reality is that the minus activity acts without thought and
without will.    It’s an activity without any personality or character.    It doesn’t have things such as lone-
liness or joy.

And plus is the same way, having arrived at the origin of minus he has experienced the entire
world, there is no one unique world left for him to experience.    Really there’s no need now for plus to
do plus anymore.    But plus never loses its character of doing the plus activity.    The moment it rests at
once it again strives to manifest itself as plus.    

We can call this condition the condition in which the minus activity, through doing contracting,
minus did the activity of holding the entire world.    If we say that the activity thinks we can say that it
now thinks it is holding the entire world.    But as I remind you over and over again the activity is a will-
less activity, an activity without consciousness, without thought.    

The situation that minus, the female activity is in when she arrives at the source of plus having
done the activity of holding the entire world is a situation in which she cannot return to her own source
by doing the minus activity.    And as I just said if we do say that the minus activity is a person, is a
woman, not being able to go home we can say she would be lonely.    But luckily in the condition of the
origin there is no consciousness, there is no personality, so in the condition of the origin there’s no lone-
liness.    And plus is the same way, the man activity has expanded, and doing expansion has caught the
experience for himself of the entire one and only unique world.    And as I’ve been saying over and over
again, this is when plus rests, this is when plus stands up in the origin of minus.    But that rest is not per -
mitted, and so immediately plus must give rise to his plus character.    The minus activity doing her mi-
nus activity totally experienced the whole world.    And plus having done the complete plus activity ex-
perienced for himself the complete sphere.    Plus and minus both, although their characters are different,
they both did the complete activities of plus and minus, and they both simultaneously experienced the
entire place where they live, and so if we personify that we can call it the manifestation of the activity of
true love.

But we warn you here, we can’t actually call this yet the true manifestation of true love.    Why?
Minus has arrived at the place of origin of plus but that’s not really her original origin.    And plus has ar-
rived at the origin of minus, having realized the entire place of residence for himself, but that is again
minus’ origin not his own origin.    This is the situation then where minus must do the activity of return-
ing to her own origin, and simultaneously plus also gives rise to the activity of needing to return to his
own origin.    There’s no getting around that this is a very difficult place to be.    Too contemplate this for
yourself is difficult.    Even after five or six years of doing zazen in earnest to contemplate this situation
is still difficult.    

Why is it that both plus and minus give rise to the activity of needing to return to their own ori -
gin?    The way of teaching of Tathagata Zen is to warn you again here, and to say “Don’t forget that if it
is the case that the minus activity is taking the lead in the activity, then the plus activity also acts, but he
is acting following the minus activity.”    It’s necessary for you to very carefully contemplate this for
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yourself in zazen without making a mistake about it.    
Minus just finished doing this activity of contracting, and through her activity of contracting

holding the one world.    And plus experienced the state of catching the entire place of living for himself
through doing the plus activity.    But this is a situation of opposition, we could say even conflict; al-
though plus and minus both have done the activity of experiencing the entire world, and are now stand-
ing up on each other’s sources, and mutually holding the world, they are opposing one another.    Minus
turns around, turns back, and looks upon the world that she experienced; now doing this we can say that
she is holding the entire world.    And plus, having done the plus activity, through his plus activity he ex-
perienced the entire place of residence, the entire place of living, and now he is doing the activity of
holding that entire place of living.    

Plus and minus are both now starting this activity of mutually holding this one place of resi-
dence.    And through this activity of having or holding the entire world, they can return back to their
sources.    Plus can return back to the source of plus.    Minus can return back to the source of minus.
But in this case it’s not possible for minus to return to her origin through doing the minus activity.
Without doing the opposite activity, without minus doing expanding she’s not able to return to her ori-
gin.    And plus is the same; it’s not possible for plus to return to his origin through doing expanding, he
has to do the minus activity, he has to do contracting in order to return to his origin.    This is a really in-
credible problem here.    The man has to do the female activity, or he’s not able to return to his home.
The woman has to do the male activity or she will not be able to return to her home.    

If  minus  were stronger  than  plus,  having arrived  at  the  origin  of  plus,  and manifesting  her
stronger character, then plus would naturally resist, go against the minus activity.    When tries to return
to the origin of plus he can’t do that through the plus activity.      So, if minus were manifesting her
stronger then plus character, and plus was trying to do the minus activity to return back to his home, the
woman, the minus activity might keep her mouth firmly shut and not let him enter.    Some people are
laughing at this, but this is really the way it is.    But, the reality is that plus and minus always act without
will.    If these activities did have will, and they tried to willfully return to their own origins, that’s what
we call conquering in Buddhism.    It would be the activity of the woman trying to conquer the man.
And oppositely if the man somehow tried to do the expanding activity in order to return to his origin that
would be as if man were trying to conquer woman, ignoring the woman, and just asserting himself.    

It’s only, in the case of the minus for example, when the minus is able to incarnate or transform
herself in to the plus activity that she is able to return to her own source.    Plus also is the same; without
doing contracting, without doing the minus activity he won’t be able to return to his origin.    The man
incarnates himself into woman, the woman incarnates herself into man, and doing this simultaneous
transformation of themselves they are both able to return to their own sources.    Buddhism is the teach-
ing which very clearly insists that this situation of man incarnating himself into woman, and woman in-
carnating herself into man will inevitably appear.

And the way we explain this process of incarnation is that the only way that the woman can in-
carnate into man is through getting the help of the man, and it’s only when the man obtains the help of
the woman that he is able to transform himself into woman.    When we say man and woman mutually
aid one another, mutually help one another, what we mean is that the moment plus again after resting
gave rise to his own original character of plus, immediately he received the minus activity, and oppo-
sitely when minus gave rise to her character she received the plus activity.    This is very difficult.    A dif-
ficult contemplation.

Even in the Buddhist world nowadays there’s this word that is difficult to interpret, and probably
doesn’t exist in English, but it is usually translated as incarnation.    When the activity of incarnation oc-
curs you yourself do the activity; the man getting the help of the woman, and the woman getting the help
of the man do the activity of incarnating.    And the true standpoint of Buddhism is that there is no incar-
nation other than that.    So I hope that from this you can very clearly understand just to what degree man
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and woman exist in a state of helping each other.    And nowadays in the Buddhist world it seems as if
these very weird, very strange interpretations of incarnation are the ones that are most popular, and these
are the ones that make it seem as if incarnation occurs completely outside of oneself, completely differ-
ent than oneself, something that is just appearing in front of oneself.    When that sort of thinking occurs
Buddhism becomes just like any other religion.    The true Buddhist perspective is that when    incarna-
tion occurs it’s you who are incarnating.    You incarnate yourself through being helped by the man if
you’re a woman, or through being helped by the woman if you are a man.    It’s not something outside of
yourself which is incarnating; you do it. 

And through doing that activity of incarnating man and woman both are able to return to their
origins.    And when they do achieve this arriving at their own source that’s when clearly and purely mi-
nus manifests the character of minus, and plus manifests the character of plus.    The conclusion reached
by Buddhism is that this entire activity of plus and minus acting in one singular world repetitively, op-
posing and unifying with each other over and over, that entire activity is what we call the condition of
the origin.    

Another conclusion we reach from this is that originally man is not man, and woman is not
woman.    The true condition, the original condition is simply an activity of plus and minus having uni-
fied with one another, mutually manifesting one unique world.    The activity of facing and unifying over
and over is called the activity of “not one, not two.”    That means that facing is not the ultimate truth,
unification is not the ultimate truth, the condition of the origin is constantly acting, and that continual ac-
tivity is what we call the manifestation of true love.    If you are a person the only way you can finally
manifest the wisdom which truly knows what true love is, which really knows what true peace of mind
is, is by yourself experiencing this condition of the origin, and manifesting the wisdom which knows the
nature of this condition of the origin.    

But then we have to ask who is it that talks about all of this.    God probably wouldn’t talk about
all this.    Brahma wouldn’t talk about this.    But the conclusion Buddhism comes to is that it is the self
after being born and the growing up, that’s the one who talks about all this.    

So now we have to get in to this whole realm of, “What is birth?    What activity is the activity of
the birth of the self, and what activity is the activity which brings that born self to destruction?”

But I think I’ve gone over time again, so thank you all for your hard listening.    I think what I’m
about to say is probably pretty worthless, but I’ll say it anyway.    I was born in exactly the same way as
all of you were born.    And Shakyamuni Buddha, the founder of Buddhism was born in the same way as
I was born.    There’s no difference in those.    But Shakyamuni Buddha was someone who succeeded in
growing up to be able to manifest the wisdom for himself that could experience the condition of the ori-
gin, which clearly knew the condition of the origin.    So tomorrow let’s take our time, and really plant
ourselves down here and talk about that.

As some of you know I hate these things call birthdays.      If I hear a voice which is saying
“Happy Birthday” it makes me sick.    Why?    Do you understand why?    Because I think of my birthday
as Shakyamuni’s birthday if I hear “Happy Birthday” said in some other context it  makes me sick.
Shakyamuni was enlightened, and all of you are un-enlightened, and so if you say “Happy Birthday” in
the way you do it becomes the celebration of un-enlightenment.    But I guess those people who are un-
enlightened, we could also say that they are lost and confused, so in order to pacify, comfort, console,
like stroking the head of a little child when it’s crying, those kind of people, that’s why we tell them
“Happy Birthday.”    The way I understand the way everyone usually says “Happy Birthday” is in cele-
bration of all of the people who are lost and suffering and don’t know which way to go.    

And now I’m ninety one, and every single day all through the day all I do is just complain to the
inji, “My sciatica hurts!    My intestines are no good!”    All I do is complain.    So when I hear “Happy
Birthday”    about myself then I think, “Well, they are probably just trying to console that suffering old
decrepit self.”    Already today people have appeared two or three times to tell me “Happy Birthday.”
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And although I really do hate it, I try to see it from your point of view, “Oh, they’re just trying to com-
fort my incomplete self,” and so politely I say “Thank you.”    This morning the shika brought me some
enormous king crab legs and wished me happy birthday.    But I think of it as a present from all of you,
not just the shika.    Of course after teisho we have sanzen, and then this afternoon we have samu, and
please think of it as the samu celebrating my birthday, but I did ask the shika to give us a break tonight.
So please be energetic in your work practice today, I don’t know what kind of birthday part will be born
but anyway there will be some kind of a vacation tonight for my birthday.    Thank you.
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